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Abstract

There is a way that we can assume fundamental group of a topo-

logical space as a new topological space. In this paper, we will present

a generalized necessary and sufficient condition for a topological funda-

mental group to be discrete. We also prove passing of inverse limit from

πTop
1 .
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1.Introduction
Topological fundamental group has been studied by a number of authors in-

cluding Biss ([1]), Dugundji ([3]) and Fabel ([4]). Daniel K. Biss ([1]), intro-

duced a topology on fundamental group of a topological space X and claimed

that space X is semilocally simply connected if and only if πTop
1 (X)(the topol-

pogical fundamental group of X) is discrete. But fabel ([4]) offered a simple

counterexample and repaired the result with the added some hypothesises as

follows.
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Fabel Theorem. Let X is path connected,locally path connected, metrizable

space. The following are equivallent:

(1)πTop
1 (X, x) is discrete for each x ∈ X.

(2)πTop
1 (X, x) is discrete for some x ∈ X.

(3)X is semilocally simply connected.

This note responds to a generalization of Fabel ’s Theorem. In section 2, at

first we state a simple proof of Fable Theorem. Then in section 3, we offer a

proof for this Theorem without merizability assumption for X.

In section 4, we also prove a theorem about inverse limit.

At first we define some concepts. We consider the following set with compact-

open topology.

Hom((S1, 1), (X, x)) = {f |f : (S1, 1) → (X, x) is continuous}

Now, let p : Hom((S1, 1), (X, x)) → π1(X, x) be onto natural map defines as

p(f) = [f ]. So we can define quotient topology on π1(X, x) i.e. U ⊂ πTop
1 (X, x)

is open in πTop
1 (X, x) if and only if p−1(U) is open in Hom((S1, 1), (X, x)).

A space X is semilocally simply connected space if for each point x ∈ X, there

exists an open set U such that contains x and inclusion map j : U ↪→ X

induces the trivial homomrphism j∗ : π1(U, x) → π1(X, x).

A topological space is discrete if every subset is both open and closed.

A covering fibrastion is fibration q : E → X such that q∗ : πi(E) → πi(X) is

an isomorphism for i ≥ 2 and an injection for i = 1.

Suppose q : E → X is a covering fibration, we say q has unique lifting property,

if for every path γ : I → X and e ∈ E, there is a unique path γ̃ : I → E such

that γ = q o γ̃ and γ̃(0) = e. It is well known that every covering map is a

very spatial type of covering fibration with unique lifting property.

2.Some Notes

Before deleting the merizable condition in Fable Theorem, we state a simple

proof for (metrizable space ⇒ (1)) in this case. This means that if a space
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X is metrizable we don’t need another condition for discreteness of πTop
1 (X, x)

for each x ∈ X. At first consider the following Note.

Note.Suppose (X, d) is a metric space and U ⊂ X is open. Let C be an

arbitrary path component of U . So for each x ∈ C, there is ε > 0 such that

open set Bε(x) = {y ∈ X|d(y, x) < ε} is subset of U. But Bε(x) is path

connected that contains x, therefore Bε(x) is subset of C and C is open in X.

Briefly, every path component of an open subset in metrizable space X is open

in X.

IfX is metrizable space, then by a Proposition in page 530 of [6],Hom((S1, 1), (X, x))

is metrizable. Therefore by above Note every path component ofHom((S1, 1), (X, x))

is open. This fact proves πTop
1 (X)is discrete.

It is well known that if X be path connected and semilocally simply connected

space, then X admits a universal covering space.

Suppose ΩX denotes the space of loops in X based at x with compact-

open topology. There is an isomorphism ψ : π1(X, x) → π0(ΩX) that maps

[f ] ∈ π1(X) to the set {g ∈ ΩX|g �p f}.
Let p0 : ΩX → π0(ΩX) maps all of members of path component (ΩX)λ

to the member (ΩX)λ ∈ π0(ΩX). Now, if we consider the quotient map

p : ΩX → π1(X) by p(f) = [f ], we have ψo p = p0.

Using above argument, we conclude that the induced topology by p0 on π0(ΩX)

is the same as topology that is induced on it by ψ. The set π0(ΩX) with this

topology denoted by πTop
0 (ΩX).

Now, we state a complete proof for following Lemma that stated in [1] before.

Lemma. Let p : E → X be a fibration with unique path lifting property. If

F is a fiber on p, then there exists a continuous map δ : πTop
1 (X) → πTop

0 (F ).

Proof. With the above argument, the map ψ : πTop
1 (X) → πTop

0 (ΩX) is con-

tinuous. Suppose γTop : πTop
0 (ΩX) → πTop

0 (F ) induced by γ̃ : ΩX → F that

maps f ∈ ΩX to f̃(1), where f̃ is unique lift of f by p. The map γtop is well

defined . Using the fact that p0 is a quotient map and p0 oγ̃ = γTop op0, we

have γTop is continuous. Now if we define δ := γTopo ψ, then we have desired
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continuous map.

3.Main Theorem

In this section we state Fabel ’s Theorem and prove it without metrizability

condition.

Main Theorem. Let X be path connected and locally path connected space.

Then πTop
1 (X, x) is discrete for each x ∈ X if and only if X is semilocally

simply connected.

Proof. Let πTop
1 (X, x) be discrete, so {[ex]} is open. Therefore,

W := (p−1{[ex]}) = {f ∈ Hom((S1, 1), (X, x))|f �p ex} ⊂ Hom((S1, 1), (X, x))

is open and we can represent it as W =
⋃

j∈J

nj⋂

i=1

< Kij, Uij >, where for all j ∈ J

and all 1 ≤ i ≤ nj , Kij ⊂ S1 is compact and Uij ⊂ X is open.

Since ex ∈ W , there exists j0 ∈ J such that ex ∈
nj0⋂

i=1

< Kij0, Uij0 >. Now we

put U =
⋂njo

i=1 Uijo . It is clear that U ⊂ X is open and since x ∈ Uij0 for all

1 ≤ i ≤ nj0, so U is nonempty. Moreover we claim that < S1, U > is subset

of W . For proof of this claim, let g ∈< S1, U > be arbitrary, we must prove

that there is j1 ∈ J such that g(Kij1) ⊂ Uij1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ nj1 . Let j1 = j0,

therefore g(Kij0) ⊂ g(S1) ⊂ U =

nj0⋂

i=1

Uij0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ nj0 and it proves the

claim.

Now, since for every [f ] ∈ π1(U, x) we have f ∈< S1, U >, therefore f ∈ W .

This follows that f is path homotopic to ex in X. So i�([f ]) = [f ] = [ex] that

means i� : π1(U, x) → π1(X, x) is zero homomorphism. Therefore X is semilo-

cally simply connected.

Conversely, Let X be semilocally simply connectedby. So assumptions imply

that there exists a connected universal covering map q : (X̃, x̃) → (X, x) such

that X̃ is path connected. Moreover, by Lemma the map δ : πTop
1 (X) → πTop

0 (F )

for fiber F of q is continuous. Using the fact π0(X̃) = 0, we have an exact

homotopy sequence with following end,

... → πTop
1 (F ) → πTop

1 (X̃) → πTop
1 (X)

δ→ πTop
0 (F ) → 0
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It must be said that all topologies in this sequence are induced topology. We

can see the last map δ in above sequence is onto. In other hand, since X̃ is

universal covering space, so πTop
1 (X̃) = 0. Therefore δ is one to one.

Now since q is a covering map, so the topology of the fiber F is discrete and

because of quotient topology on πTop
0 (F ) induced by p1 : F → πTop

0 (F ), πTop
0 (F )

is also a discrete topological space. Since δ is continuous, one to one and onto,

by above result we can conclude that πTop
1 (X) is discrete topological space.

4.Inverse Limit

For a family of topological spaces {Xi}{i∈N} and a family of continuous func-

tions {hn : Xn+1 → Xn} we define inverse limit of {Xi}{i∈N} by:

lim← Xi = {{ai} ∈
∞∏

i=1

Xi| hn(an+1) = an ∀n ∈ N}

Using this definition, for the family of topological spaces {Hom(S1, Xi)}{i∈N}
with compact-open topology and family of continuous functions

{Gn : Hom(S1, Xn+1) → Hom(S1, Xn)}
that define by Gn(l) = hn o l we also have:

lim← Hom(S1, Xi) = {{fi} ∈ ∏

i∈N

Hom(S1, Xi)| Gn(fn+1) = fn ∀n ∈ N}

we need following Proposition from page 62 of [8], for our result about inverse

limit’s pass from topological fundamental group.

Proposition. Let {Bi}{i∈N} be a family of topological group. Consider A

as an arbitrary space, then there is an isomorphism in category of topological

spaces as follows,

Hom(A, lim← Bi) ∼= lim← Hom(A,Bi).

It must be said that if Bi’s have group structure then mentioned isomorphism

in above Proposition are group homomorphisms.

Now letA = S1, so by above Proposition there is a unique map ψ : S1 → lim← Bi,

for a family {fi}i∈N ∈ lim← Hom(S1, Bi). Therefore we define,

ϕTop : lim← πTop
1 (Bi) → πTop

1 (lim← Bi)
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{[fi]}i∈N → [ψ]

The inverse of ϕtop can be defined easily and it can be proved that ϕtop is a

homomorphism.

Inverse Limit Theorem. Let (Xi, xi)i∈N be pointed topological group. Then

we have the following isomorphism in category of topological group.

πTop
1 (lim← (Xi, xi)) ∼= lim← πTop

1 (Xi, xi)

Proof. It is clear that πTop
1 (lim← (Xi, xi)) with quotient topology is a topolog-

ical group and let lim← πTop
1 (Xi, xi) is topological group with product topology.

We must define an invertible continuous function with continuous inverse be-

tween πTop
1 (lim← (Xi, xi)) and lim← πTop

1 (Xi, xi). Furthermore this function must

be group homomorphism. By above Proposition the following diagram is com-

mutative.

lim← Hom((S1), (Xi, xi))
f̃−→ Hom((S1), lim← (Xi, xi))

p1=Πi∈N pi
↓ ↓ p1

lim← πTop
1 (Xi, xi)

fTop−→ πTop
1 (lim← (Xi, xi))

Now, f̃ is continuous function with continuous inverse and fTop is a group

isomorphism. If we prove p1 =
∏

i∈N

pi is a well defined quotient map, then we

have fTop is continuous. In similar way, since inverse of f̃ is continuous, com-

mutativity of diagram concludes that inverse of fTop is also continuous and we

prove the Theorem.

So we will prove p1 =
∏

i∈N

pi is a quotient map. IfA = lim← Hom((S1, 1), (Xi, xi))

and B = lim← πTop
1 (Xi, xi), then the map A

p1=Πpi−→ B has natural definition, i.e.

p1({fi}i∈N) = {pi(fi)}i∈N = {[fi]}i∈N , where the topology of A and B are in-

duced product topology. It is easily proved that p1 is well defined. Now

following two notes complete the proof.

i) Let U ⊂ B be an basic open set as follows,

U = (
∏

i∈J⊂N

Ui ×
∏

i∈N\J
πTop

1 (Xi, xi)) ∩B
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where |J | <∞, and Ui ⊂ πTop
1 (Xi, xi) is open for all i ∈ J . We prove (p1)−1(U)

is open in A.

(p1)−1(U) = (
∏

i∈N

pi)
−1(U)

= (
∏

i∈N

pi)
−1(

∏

i∈J

Ui ×
∏

i∈N\J
πTop

1 (Xi, xi)) ∩ B

= (
∏

i∈J

p−1
i (Ui) ×

∏

i∈N\J
p−1

i (πTop
1 (Xi, xi))) ∩A

= (
∏

i∈J

p−1
i (Ui) × (

∏

i∈N\J
Hom((S1, 1), (Xi, xi))) ∩A

Since Ui ⊂ πTop
1 (Xi, xi) is open, pi’s are continuous and topology ofA is induced

product topology, so (p1)−1(U) is open in A.

ii) Suppose U ⊂ B such that (p1)−1(U) is open in A. Since p1 is onto and open

(page 249 0f [7]), so p1((p1)−1(U)) is open in B.

In above proof, if Xi s are only topological space, the mentioned isomorphism

is in category of topological space.
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